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Introduction 

You will let the participants vote on the top problems, then create and prioritize 

solutions for these top issues. This will be done in an engaging group setting allowing 

everybody to bring up their ideas in an open environment. 

When to use this method 

This method is great to use when you have discovered many problems/ problem areas 

during your interviews and you are looking to find a few areas to focus on. Ideally you 

would solve every problem you came across, but due to the nature of limited resources 

you will have to prioritize to maximize your return on investment. This method engages 

the stakeholders to develop priorities, which reemphasizes stakeholder buy-in. By 

utilizing this method, you are taking the problems from your stakeholders and giving 

them the power to create and prioritize solutions. This sense of ownership will pay off 

during implementation since a core group of people working in the process have 

created and vetted the solution. 

When to not use this method 

This method relies heavily on your stakeholders to make a difference. If they are not 

engaged, resistant to change or feel that they don’t have the power to make a change 

this method should not be used. Also if there are a limited number of problems than 

there is not really a need for prioritization. 

Summary 

This facilitation method can be extremely useful to engage participants and allow 

stakeholders to prioritize recommendations for you. In order to properly introduce and 

run this activity you will need between 90 minutes and 2 hours. If you leave more time 

at the end you will be able to get even more detailed information from your group. 

This method is only as strong as the diversity of stakeholders in the workshop; 

participants are typically drawn from people you have been previously engaged with in 

the interview process. 
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Steps 

Before the Workshop 

1.   Synthesize information for a diverse pool of individual interviews 

2.   Create a list of the top problems/problem areas you have heard throughout 

your interviews 

3.   Create a list of key stakeholders that you feel need to be present at your 

workshop 

4.   Initially plan around these few people’s schedules and then be sure to invite 

the rest of your interviewees as well as anybody who would provide valuable 

feedback 

NOTE: Anyone can attend, but all attendees must participate. There is no 

observing because it can be seen as intimidating, especially since higher 

level managers tend to ask for this option. 

5.   Gather Supplies: 

a.   3-4 different color Post-It Notes (Super Sticky variety suggested) 

b.   Pens for everybody in the workshop 

c.   Flipchart paper 

d.   3 Stickers per person  

6.   Use four piece of flipchart paper to created a 2x2 matrix. The X-axis is “Ease 

of Implementation” from low to high while the Y-axis is “Impact” from low to 

high. The ideal solution is in the top right quadrant meaning it will have a 

high impact, but also be easy to implement.  
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During the Workshop 

1.   Conduct introductions to break the ice.  If there is time, you can have them 

share something related to the project in addition to their personal 

introduction.  For example, you may ask them to explain what they hope to 

learn from the workshop or what is their biggest frustration with the current 

process. 

2.   Start off by explaining to the participants the steps that you have taken that 

have led you to the workshop. These include data analysis and individual 

interviews with different stakeholders.  

3.   Explain the intention for the workshop and key takeaways. The workshop is a 

way for you to engage with many stakeholders at once, present what you 

have been hearing in interviews and get feedback.  You will also get further 

input on the changes they would like to see and the priority of 

implementation.  

4.   Present the top 7-12 issues that you heard from the individual interviews and 

be sure nothing major was overlooked.  Present the issues on large poster to 

help facilitate the next steps. 

5.   Give each person 3 stickers to use as votes to allow the biggest issues to rise 

to the top of the pool. 

6.   Identify the top 3 -4 issues based on the votes and assign each a different 

color.   

7.   Explain the six enablers (Process, Motivation & Measures, Policy, Training, 

Facilities and Technology) and the various stakeholders to make sure 

everybody understands “impact” in the context of this project. It is often 

helpful to step through each enabler individually to focus on solutions that 

just include policy as an example. This also helps to avoid too much focus on 

IT systems. 

8.   Explain the impact verse ease of implementation graph to the participants 

and then give them 10 minutes to create idea sticky notes of specific 

solutions and add them to the impact vs. ease of implementation graph. 

1.   NOTE: Don’t let participants get caught up on difficulty of implementation, 

just have them use their best guess 
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9.   After people have had time to individually write down their solutions and add 

the notes to the graph, begin to cluster similar ideas. 

10.   Share the ideas with the group to facilitate discussion –group similar ideas 

and validate with the group to ensure that you understand each note on the 

chart. 

11.   If time allows take a few ideas on the high impact side of the graph and start 

to discuss what would be needed make the solution happen. 
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Specific Example 

This method was used in the Hiring process to develop a list of priorities. The red 

stickers are the votes and the colored squares are the colors we assigned to the top 4 

issues. 

 

Below you can see the actual graph from this workshop. You will see that the ideas are 

really spread all over the place which is one of the reasons we discuss the graph with 

everybody in the group. 
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Below is a digitized copy we made after the workshop that can be incorporated in later 

documentation. 

 

Conclusion 

This method was extremely effective to engage a group of stakeholders and facilitate 

discussion about ways to go about fixing the hiring process. From this session we 

moved in the direction we had expected, but were able to get some helpful 

suggestions and details from the experts that participated. We ended up looking at and 

considering all of the notes on the graph since the impact and ease of implementation 

were assessed in very different way by different people. This emphasizes the 

importance of a diverse group. We were able to discuss many of the solutions to get an 

idea of which placement was most accurate, but at the end of the session each idea was 

considered. From this point you are likely ready to take this information and present it 

to your client as support for proposed changes. For more information regarding 

High ImpactLow Impact

Difficult to 
Implement

Easy to 
Implement

If eTerp can combine 
the Position Update and 
Posting into one action 

OR
require fewer approvals 
during the two separate 

processes

Merge position + 
posting process

When posting a 
position, make position 
updating automatically 
roll into Search process 

by requiring search 
committee completion 

@ same time

Merge some roles will 
reduce the # of 

approvers

Streamline and 
condense the roles in 

eTerp

Streamline and 
condense the roles in 

eTerp

Delegate approving 
authority

Simplify routing Allow for more options 
during eTerp routing

Less choices in next 
routing

If a person has multiple 
roles, make the highest 
role the default. In other 
words - if creator is also 
Chair or designee allow 
option to bypass second 

approval

Clear guide and/or 
templates (struggle is 

flexibility)

Eliminate some of the 
needed approvers

Eliminate redundant 
roles for each group 

(e.g., if no dean level, 
then it doesn't show up)

In eTerp can we merge 
the roles, esp. for 
Payband 1 + 2. 

- HM + SChair become 
one role

- Dean Approver + 
Major Unit Head 
(merge)

Online search chair 
training

Simplify - 
Cut out some 
redundancies

Separate them in eTerp

Position process is 
trumped when routing 

for a posting - 
automatically approved 

for both in routing

Frequent training 
classes for search 
chairs - (make the 
routine same day)

Repository of online 
resources for search 
chairs / committees / 

Hiring officials

Easily accessible 
training materials for 

search chairs must be:
Flexible
Modular

Include FAQ

Include graphic visual 
information in eTerp that 

communicated where 
you are in the process 
and what steps remain

Training Video

eTerp training for chairs 
available online (maybe 

include link to notice 
that goes out to chairs 
when a position routes 

to them)

Better traiinng of chairs 
in understanding hiring 

process.
Perhaps HR/eTerp 
official in addition to 

equity

Selection process: 
Changing status of 

candidates needs to be 
explained better

Designated search 
chairs within dept. or 

college

If position is already 
vetted by HM + S Chair 
+ Equity, I don't think it 

is necessary for them to 
approve again in eTerp. 
Move from Creator to 

UHRAllow equity 
administrators to edit a 
posting. Chairs are the 
last role in the process 

that can made edits

Somehow (?) highlight 
that the job is a 

"POSITION ONLY"
OR

Post + Position Upgrade

Search chair training 
prior to the start of the 

process (i.e. - before the 
change or positing of 

position

Better training for 
search chairs focused 
more on policies (what 

is allowed and the 
timing of when 

something should be 
done) rather than eTerp

Have a search 
coordinator (or 

designee) in each unit 
who can explain 

process

Define each role in 
eTerp for each division

A guide exploring what 
comes next:

Reference letter options 
explained in the system

More frequent training 
for search chairs, for 
each type of position 

(eg. non-exempt, 
exempt, PTK faculty, 

etc)

Mandatory search chair 
training

Frequent search chair 
training for each position 

type (eg. staff, faculty, 
etc.)

Give me a one page 
map so I can determine 

the route

Reduce the # of Roles - 
the remaining roles are 

required approvals.
Remove the ability to 
skip over a role based 

on who the position 
reports to

Reduce the # of roles to 
include

- Creator
- Dept Approver
- Dean/VP Approver or 

Executive Approver

Don't allow the name to 
default alphabetically
(I always get picked 
because I am first)

Key

Search chairs 
(especially new ones) 
don't know what to do

The large number of 
roles in eTerp is 

confusing

Approval routing is 
confusing (unclear roles, 

who's next)

The position and  
posting process seem 

redundant
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developing interview questions, and conducting interviews, reference Chapter 5 of 

“Workflow Modeling” by Alec Sharp and Patrick McDermott. 


